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THE NEW VICE-PRESIDENT
Following the sudden death on of Vice-president Dr Omar Ali
Juma (see Obituaries) President Mkapa appointed on
July 12 Dr Ali Mohamed Shein (53) to take his place.
Photo from the Guardian.
.
to the Guardian, President Mkapa's
came as a surprise to most Tanzanians
journalists who had predicted that former
OAU Secretary General, Dr Salim Ahmed Salim, and Deputy
Minister for Foreign Affairs and former High Commissioner irl
London Dr Abdulkadir Shareef would be the front runners. The
Guardian article went on: 'However, all those who had made
predictions were correct on two things. First, that no woman
politician stood a chance of taking the vice- presidency and
second, whoever was to be appointed would come from Pemba.
Though Dr Shein is relatively unknown in Tanzanian politics, he
has a long curriculum vitae with a strong academic background.
He was born in Chokocho village, Pemba, in 1948 and attended
Lumumba College in Zanzibar before proceeding to Voronezh
State University in the Soviet Union where he obtained his A
Level Certificate in 1970. He got his first degree at the Odessa
State University in the Soviet Union in 1975 and later his Msc
Degree in Medical Biochemistry and his Ph.D in Clinical
Biochemistry and Metabolic Medicine from Newcastle
University in Britain.
His political career goes back to 1968 when he was the Publicity
Secretary of the Afro-Shirazi Youth wing at Lumumba College
and General Secretary of the youth wing for all secondary
schools in Zanzibar. Before his appointment as Minister in the
Zanzibar President's office, he was Minister for Health in the
government lcd by Dr Salmin Amour. Reacting to the
nomination of Dr Shein, many MP's from the ruling Chama
Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) hailed President Mkapa for injecting
young blood into the government But opposition MPs
expressed fears that because Or Shein is young he might find it
difficult to 'manage the old guards' in the CCM government
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The National Chainnan of the opposition Civic United Front
(CUF) Prof Ibrahim Lipumba said that Dr Shein was an
unknown personality in politics. "I have heard of him for the
fIrst time today," he said. Prof Lipumba claimed that Dr Shein
was not accepted even by Pemba residents. He was the
representative of Mkanyageni in Pemba, a constituency whose
general election results last year were controversial. But the
leadership of the opposition CHADEMA party praised President
Mkapa for his wise choice.

MAINLAND POLITICS
The political situation in mainland Tanzania has been relatively
calm during recent months but as the Swahili paper Rai
indicated in June there is likely to be a big fIght within the
ruling CCM party next year when a new party leaders will be
elected and when these leaders begin to jockey for the position
of presidential candidate at the end of President Mkapa's second
fIve-year tenn in offIce in 2005.
Five leaders of the fonnerly influential opposition NCCRMageuzi party have defected to CCM in recent months of whom
one, Dr Masumbuko Lamwai is now a nominated CCM MP
(Special seats). The late President Nyerere's eldest son, Andrew
Burito was reported in Majira as having joined CUF 'because of
its economic policies'. Another son, Makongoro defected last
year from the NCCR party to CCM and Mwalimu's daughter,
'lose Nyerere, is a nominated MP and a member of the CCM
National Executive Committee.
The newly appointed Registrar Political Parties, John Tendwa
has been making an impression by calling on the 12 opposition
parties to unite saying that a strong opposition would not only
strengthen democracy but also ease his burden. He made the
statement in a visit to the main opposition CUF headquartersthe fIrst visit it of its kind to any of the opposition parties. He
said that, although some political parties had qualifIed for
deregistration, he wouldn't deregister them. "Politics needs
some tolerance" he said.
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THE SUGAR CRISIS
The relatively calm political atmosphere was disturbed however
as this issue of Tanzanian Affairs went to press when some
CCM MP's began to exert pressure on their own Minister of
Trade and Industry, Mr Iddi Simba, because of what one
described as the illegal issuing of sugar licenses. Details are
given under 'The Economy' below. Michael Okema, writing in
The East African on August 6 tried to explain the political
implications of this controversy even though he said that what
he was writing 'might seem far-fetched'. Extracts: 'Given
Tanzania's weak opposition parties any opposition (to the
government) worth its name has been occurring within the
CCM. Residues of past differences within the party come out in
parliamentary debates. It (the sugar crisis) began with a
complaint from Chrisant Mzindakaya CCM MP for Kwe la
accusing Mr Simba of misleading MP's about sugar import
permits. He submitted a private motion in Parliament seeking
the formation of a Select Committee to investigate the matter.
"Most of these companies did not deserve these licenses and this
has created loopholes for corruption," said Mzindakaya. The
motion to set up a committee to probe into what was described
as 'the sugar scam' was supported by MPs of both sides of the
House. At the end of July the Minister of State in the President's
Office responsible for good government, Mr Wilson Masilingi,
said that the government would have no mercy on any person
proved to have received or offered a bribe in connection with.
the importation of sugar. '
Okema went on: 'This is the same Mzindakaya who in March
1997 raised hell over a tax waiver on cooking oil granted to
businessmen - an affair which ended with the resignation of
Finance Minister Prof. Simon Mbilinyi .... During 1995 there had
been a heated debate over who should succeed the then
President Mwinyi. Local papers at the time alleged that
Mzindakaya had backed former Prime Minister John Malecela
for the position, thus drawing the wrath of Mwalimu Nyerere.
When Benjamin Mkapa became the CCM presidential
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candidate, the people who came to centre stage were not those
who had enjoyed the political limelight under President Mwinyi.
There was therefore some bitterness, especially as the 'old
guard' were alleged to have been corrupt. A former Minister of
Works Mr N alaila Kiula is currently facing charges of
corruption allegedly committed when he served under President
Mwinyi (see below). It was important for the old guard to clear
their name. So they have been trying to show that there is as
much corruption under Mkapa as there was under Mwinyi.'
Writer Okema's final words in the article were: 'They are
negatively proving their innocence. Mzindakaya's dogged
pursuit ofMkapa's Minister over the years is not for nothing'.
Reacting to Mzindakaya's private motion, Attorney General
Andrew Chenge said the government accepted the claims made
by Mzindakaya in his motion. It also supported the need to
investigate the matter but because the issue centred on the
ministry's failure to execute its duties, the motion should be
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amended to allow the government to carry out the investigation
rather than a Select Committee. CCM MP's accepted Chenge's
suggestion. However, opposition CHADEMA party MP Dr
Wilbrod Slaa alleged that, by letting the government carry out
the investigation, it would deny Parliament its advisory role.
"The saga has been going on since April but the government has
been silent. Why should it want to investigate now?" he
questioned. He suggested that the minister and his deputy ought
to do Parliament justice by resigning.
In his reaction to the motion, Minister Simba said "I am honest.
I have not cheated this Parliament and I am not corrupt. The.
government can go ahead and investigate." The sugar saga was
only one of many conflicts that were bound to happen as the
government moved from monopoly trade which did not allow
free competition to open market business.
RE-ALLOCATION OF SUBSIDIES
Following the expulsion of 15 CUF MP's from the National
Assembly (TA No 69) the Government has cut the party's
monthly subvention from Shs 21.8 million to Shs 15.5 million
the balance being divided amongst the other parties. The new
allocations are as follows (Number of votes obtained in the 2000
elections in brackets): CCM Shs 175 million (4,645,326) NCCR
Shs 489,000 (256,691) TLP Shs 13.3m (657,965), CHADEMA
Shs1.9 million (298,536), UDP Shs 1.4 million (315,427). CUF
got 892,075 votes. Other parties with no seats: 11,731 votes,
TPP 10,206, TADEA 9,652, UMD 7,550, UPDP 4,665) NUJ
2,507, NRA 70 - The Guardian.
EALA ELECTION RESULTS
The National Assembly has elected nine legislators - six men
and three women (three from Zanzibar and six from the
mainland) for the East Africa Legislative Assembly (EALA) eight from CCM and Mabere Marando from the opposition
NCCR-Mageuzi. He defeated three aspirants from other
opposition parties and got 206 largely CCM votes out of 261
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total, defeating Bob Makani of CHADEMA who obtained 65
votes, Dr. F Masha of the United Democratic party who got 19
and Peter Mziray of the Tanzania Labour Party who got 15.
Cheers and ululations from CCM MP's greeted Marando's
victory - The Guardian.

THE ECONOMY
oXCHANGE RATES: £1 = TShs 1,250

$1 = TShs 890

'HIGHER IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT'
According to the UN's Human Development Report 2001
Tanzania has climbed from l561h position in terms of people's
life expectancy, income per person, educational emollment and
adult literacy to 140th out of 165 countries. Norway is the first.
The Head of the Development Unit at UNDP Tanzania, Ernest
Salla, said that, with poverty reduction at the heart of the
government's programme and the formation of the Poverty
Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) and establishment of a
national poverty monitoring system, the future for Tanzania was
bright.
'MARGINALISED IN TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
A_ccording to the Technological Achievement Index (T AI),
contained for the first time in the Human Development Report,
Tanzania is also among nine countries classified as
'marginalised' in terms of technological innovation and
achievement. They have been listed as the lowest in rank out of
a total of 72 countries in the world in terms of creating and
using technology. The HDR stresses that in this network age:
"Any country that fails to make effective use of technology is
likely to fmd itself falling behind in human development and
marginalised in the global economy.
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'AMONG FASTEST GROWING ECONOMIES'
The Poverty Reduction Strategy Group has praised Tanzania's
5.8% growth rate and described it as among the fastest growing
economies not only in East Africa but in the whole of Africa.
Uganda's rate is 5% and Kenya's 0.3%.
'TOP IN FOREIGN INVESTMENT'
Tanzania has been placed at the top of Sub-Saharan African
countries in attracting direct foreign investment for eight years,
according to the report. Net foreign direct investment as a
percentage of GDP increased from 0.3 per cent in 1992 to 2.1
per cent in 1998, compared with an average increase of 0.1 per
cent for sub-Saharan Africa. Tanzania was described as one of
the most improved countries in the region.
THE 'GOLD STANDARD'
Outgoing UNDP Representative in Dar es Salaam, Sally FeganWyles, told the Daily News on July 19 that Tanzania had
become a 'standard bearer for excellence' in economic recovery,
poverty reduction and the war against corruption after years of
tough economic and political reforms. It was 'the gold
standard'.
THE BUDGET - 'VISIONARY AND BOLD'
This is how David Tarimo described, in the Guardian, Finance
Minister Basil Mramba's first budget since taking up his post
The writer referred to what he described as the clearly
articulated vision that poverty reduction could only be realised
by significant growth and that this growth was dependent on
nurturing competitive industrial and agricultural sectors The
boldness and ambition was seen in the increased revenue
collection target of 12.1% of GDP compared with 11.7% for
2001 together with the significant reductions in import duties
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and certain other taxes. Changes made to ensure that agriculture
would be competitive included the abolition of stamp duty on
proceeds from sales of agricultural produce and the reduction of
land rent on agricultural land by 66%. The five per cent cap on
local tax (producer and livestock cess) announced two years ago
was to be enforced. Changes to promote the local dairy sector
included the banning of imported powdered milk and the
imposition of suspended duty of 25% on other types of imported
milk - except for infant milk. The VAT on milk packaging
materials had also been abolished.
\. major step towards reducing industry's production costs was
the abolition of customs duty on capital goods and raw
materials. Business was also said to have welcomed the
abolition of the two per cent withholding tax on payments for
goods and services; investors would welcome the abolition of
withholding tax on interest on foreign loans.
In raising revenue the Minister introduced a gaming tax and
planned to raise significant revenue through abolishing the
exemption from VAT that the government and its institutions
previously enjoyed.
In the media the headlines concentrated on the Shs 30,000
million allocation for an increase in salaries of civil servants.
OTHER HGHLIGHTS included an increase in airport charges; a
fuel levy on petrol; increases in duty on beer, cigarettes and soft
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drinks; a halving of excise duty on locally-produced wine; new
taxes on lotteries and casinos; VAT on computers, printers and
accessories to be abolished; hospital equipment and taxes for
drugs used to treat TB HIV/Aids and malaria abolished; VAT on
education investment and ground transport for tourists
abolished; Shs 8 billion provided for next year's census.
The Minster said that expenditure would total Shs 1,764 billion
and revenue Shs 991 billion leaving a gap of Shs 773 billion to
be filled by external assistance and debt relief, the drawing
down of reserves, the sale of shares in previously privatised
public
firms
and
by
increases
in
taxation.
But Chairman of the Parliamentary Finance Committee, Dr
Juma Ngassongwa, a CCM MP, said that the fact that the
economy was showing signs of recovery remained a mystery to
the majority of Tanzanians who continued to suffer in poverty.
He said that with a birth rate standing at 2.8 per cent the 4.2 per
cent economic growth figure was brought down to a mere 1.4
per cent. Although agriculture was still the mainstay of the
economy, government seriousness in insuring growth in the
sector was not reflected in the development programme 2001 - 2
nor in the national budget. Only 5.5 per cent of the budget had
been allocated to the agricultural sector.
As 'The Express' put it 'The agricultural sector, whose dismal
performance (3.4% growth rate) last year largely contributed to
the failure of the economy to reach the targeted growth rate of
5.1 per cent, is still besieged by the same (seemingly intractable)
problems which cannot be solved in a very short span of twelve
months. These problems include: lack of investment in
agriculture - the sector accounts for 50 per cent of GDP but of
all the projects sanctioned by the Tanzania Investment Centre,
only 5% concerned agriculture; primitive farm-implements,
such as the traditional hand-hoe which perpetually condemns the
peasant farmers to subsistence farming; flawed marketing
policies accompanied by mismanagement and corruption in the
cooperative unions, and imperfections inherent in the marketing
boards which inhibit efforts to increase production; low
processing capacity of agro-based industries; and, lack of
10

linkage between agriculture and industry. It does not appeal to
an inquiring mind that, with a budgetary allocation of only 5.5%
per cent to agriculture (compared with, for instance, 18% to
Defence and Security, and 21 % to administration), the
government is really seriously committed to 'revolutionizing'
agriculture, no matter how impressive the said 'strategy' may be
on paper.

TANZANIA WINS IN ELECTRICITY DISPUTE
Tanzania has won in the three-year-long long dispute over the
cost of the $150 million 100 MW Malaysian-fmanced
Independent Power Tanzania Limited (IPTL) thermal plant
project at Tegeta in Dar es Salaam. Production of electricity
should fmally start in October, the Minister for Energy and
Minerals, Mr Edgar Maokola-Majogo has announced. The
London-based International Centre for Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID) ruling issued on July 12 stated that the value
of the plant would be reduced to $125 million, not $150 million
as claimed and the cost of electricity would be $2.8m per month
as proposed by TANESCO as against IPTL's $4.2m demand.
Maokola-Majogo also announced that the construction of the
long-delayed 232-kilometre $300 million gas pipeline from
Songo Songo to Dar es Salaam, would start in September and
would be completed in 2003. He said the implementation of the
gas project would go hand in hand with providing towns and
villages along the gas pipe with power from gas and solar power
at a cost of $13.3 million. The gas from Songo Songo would be
used to generate power at TANESCO's Ubungo gas turbines in
Dar es Salaam and later at the IPTL plant.
SUGAR CRISIS
A crisis in the sugar industry erupted in May this year when
local producers threatened to suspend production, blaming the
government for issuing 22 licenses to import 100,000 tonnes of
11

'industrial' sugar and thus spoil their market. The Guardian
reported that the crisis deepened in June when a consignment of
more than 6,500 tonnes of sugar was confiscated by the
Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) after it was found to have
been imported illegally. Early reports had it that the 'game' was
being practised by some prominent businessmen, who used the
name of the Tanzania People's Defence Forces (TPDF) to avert
paying import tax. On reaching the local market, the alleged
businessmen sold the sugar at throwaway prices, thus,
undercutting the price of locally produced sugar. In April,
Minster for Industries, Iddi Simba, had been reported in The
East African as having revoked 10 import licenses for 38,000
tonnes saying that the permits had been issued without his
authority. Tanzania's annual sugar requirement was said to be
290,000 tonnes and local sugar production about 180,000 tonnes
so that importation, legally or clandestinely was necessary.
Local sugar was highly taxed but imports could sell at much
lower prices thus giving higher profit margins. Local producers
argued that some of the permit holders imported refined sugar
but declared it as raw sugar to cheat on taxes.
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AND QUESTIONS ABOUT SHIPPING
The dynamic Minister Simba was in further trouble when it was
reported on August 8 that the Parliamentary Select Committee
on Finance and Planning had criticised Mr Simba's handling of
the privatisation (perhaps better expressed as 'liberalisation') of
the Shipping Corporation (NASACO). He was said to have
ignored a Cabinet Paper by issuing some 30 licenses for clearing
and forwarding operations to foreign shipping companies. The
Minister was quoted as saying that the question of corruption
did not arise. "I am not in politics to make money" he said. "In
fact I do not live on my ministerial salary".
NEW RISK AGENCY
Tanzania has become one of the first seven countries to show
interest in a new political risk insurance agency for Africa - the
African Trade Insurance Agency (ITA) which is being
supported by COMESA and the World Bank. The agency said
that there were significant gaps in the political risk insurance
market when it comes to the assumption of risk in cross-border
transactions. Premium rates were likely to range from 0.4% to a
maximum of 2.5% depending on the length and type of credit
involved.
Risks eligible would include embargoes,
expropriation, inability to convert or transfer currency,
imposition of import or export taxes of a discriminatory nature,
war and civil disobedience - Press Release.

ZANZIBAR - STALEMATE BUT
TALKS CONTINUE
SECRET NEGOTIATIONS
There has been some optimism in Zanzibar during recent weeks
as the Secretaries General of both the ruling CCM (Philip
Mang'ula) and opposition CUF (Seif Hamad) have conducted
lengthy negotiations to try and resolve their many differences
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(TA No. 69). The negotiations were said to be taking place in
secret in a Dar es Salaam Hotel. But, as this issue of TA went to
press, no agreement had been signed and both parties were
divided on how many concessions they could make in the
interests of peace.
According to The Express the secret negotiatIOns revolved
around a number of controversial issues raised by CUF in the
wake of the October elections in which CCM emerged the
winner and CUF refused to accept the results and accused CCM
of fraud. The main issues were believed to be CUF' s demand for
fresh elections, an independent Electoral Commission and a
Commission of Inquiry to probe the tragic killings of 26th and
27th January (TA No. 69). But, according to The Express, going
by the oft-repeated pronouncements of some top leaders in both
camps, neither party was going to soften its stance on the issue
of elections. As far as CCM was concerned the 2000 elections
were now history, and therefore the presidency of Aman Abeid
Karume was a non-negotiable matter. On the other hand, CUF's
uncompromising position was that they could not go for
anything short of a repeat of the whole election exercise
throughout Zanzibar. They had adamantly refused to recognize
Karume as President; the rest of the opposition parties had
thrown their weight behind CUF. Some political commentators
thought that, as in the case of the problems which erupted in the
wake of the 1995 elections, this issue would be resolved by time
CUF National Chairman, Professor Ibrahim Lipumba, told his
members in Zanzibar, and later, journalists in Dar es Salaam,
that his party was dissatisfied with the pace of the CCM-CUF
talks. He gave July 31 as a deadline for CUF's continued
participation, but, after a peaceful CUF rally in Pemba on July
22, this was later extended to the end of August. He said CUF
had come to question CCM's sincerity and suspected that the
latter was taking part in the negotiations merely in order to
impress the donor community.
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The Zanzibar President had earlier warned the donor community
against 'interfering' in the internal affairs of Zanzibar and
accused them of colluding with CUF to enforce a re-run of the
elections. "But" according to Mtanzania "we're not going to
give in," he said. When President Karume was in London in
May some Zanzibari's organised a demonstration against him.
He was reported in Mtanzania as having said that he was too
busy to meet them.
Meanwhile, Amnesty International has called for support for
Juma Duni Haji and another CUF leader in Zanzibar who have
been charged with murdering a policeman in Pemba during the
disturbances in January. The prosecution said that the trial
should take place in Pemba. The Attorney-General was reported
to have told the court that the accused had no case to answer but
the police said that they had the evidence. The defence said that
the prosecution was delaying matters so as to continue keeping
the accused in jail.
Swedish Ambassador Sten Ryland was quoted as saying that his
country would give swift fmancial support to Zanzibar's health
and education sectors, as well as funds for rehabilitation of
Zanzibar's rich historical buildings, as soon as CCM and CUF
struck a deal.
CALL FOR PATIENCE
As this issue of TA goes to press CUF leaders Lipumba and
Hamad have been asking their members to be patient so as to
give more time for the negotiations. Hard-liners were reported to
be very dissatisfied by the lack of progress in the talks. Many
had been highly critical of the delay in concluding the talks and
with signs that the CUF leadership might be prepared to
compromise. The CCM side was also said to be divided on how
far to go to appease CUF.
On July 19 the police said that they had seized anti-aircraft and
demolition firearms on the island of Tumbatu.
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LARGEST UNDERGROUND GOLD
MINE OPENED
Tanzania officially became Africa's third largest gold-producing
country (after South Africa and Ghana) in July with the
inauguration of its largest underground gold mine - the
Bulyanhulu mine in Shinyanga run by the Kahama Mining
Corporation Limited and Barrick Gold Corporation with a gold
resource base of 14.6 million ounces. The Guardian described
how an elated President Mkapa at the inaugural ceremony had
indicated that in the rich and powerful stock exchanges of
Toronto, New York, London, Paris and others they were
learning to pronounce the Sukuma name, BULYANHULU, a
village in a country they had never set foot in. As gold output
from the mine built to full production, government royalty
payments and taxes were expected to raise almost Tsh 12 billion
($13 million) for the economy in the fIrst year alone, its
contributions increasing as production at the mine rose.
Addressing a huge audience at the mine site, which included
delegates from around the world, the President attributed
Tanzania's quick leap to success to the country's on-going
economic reform measures. "The geological resources, however
plentiful and attractive they may be, will remain unexploited, as
indeed is the case in a number of countries, if the right enabling
environment is not in place" he said. Tanzania had in the last
five years received over one billion US dollars investment in
exploration and mine development with the Bulyanhulu mine
alone being worth US $ 280 million. Gold output was forecast to
grow from 263,000 ounces in 2001 to 400,000 ounces a year by
2003. Mention was made of other benefIts arising from the
Bulyanhulu investment: Construction of a 68-kilometre road
from the mine to the Kahama-Isaka road; construction of a 47kilometre water pipeline from Lake Victoria to the mine, which
is providing water outlets to communities along the way;
an electricity transmission line from Kahama to the mine, which
also providing power to the surrounding communities;
and, the upgrading of Kahama Hospital.
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The Bulyanhulu mine will operate alongside Australian
Resolute's Golden Pride mine whose annual production is
around 202,000 ounces, and the Geita gold mine - a joint
venture between Ghana's Ashanti Goldfields and South Africa's
Anglogold. Randall Oliphant, Barrick Gold's President and
eE~, said his company had chosen to invest in Tanzania owing
to the country's good governance, progressive economy, stable
investment and legal climate. President Mkapa said "1 know
there is constant criticism that perhaps Tanzania has given away
too much in creating a conducing environment for inward
foreign investment especially in mining. But we remain fully
committed to creating, maintaining and sustaining such an
environment.
Tanzania's mining development stalled after the country
adopted socialism soon after independence in 1961. Production
declined to an all time low of 84 ounces in 1975 against a peak
of 100,000 ounces in 1938 under British rule, due to poor
planning and management. But a new mining act in 1998
opened the sector to foreign investment and that policy is now
bearing fruit, with Tanzania attracting investors even when gold
pnces
have
fallen
to
around
18-month
lows.

TANZANITE
The mining of the gemstone Tanzanite is creating problems. The
East African (18th June) reported that following the granting of
mining rights to the South African mining company AFGEM
two foreign businessmen had been deported on grounds of
alleged involvement in the smuggling of Tanzanite. There had
also been several violent clashes at the gemstone pits at
Mererani, near Arusha, during this year claiming the life of one
man. Small scale miners have also gone to court to challenge the
AFGEM monopoly and alleged harassment of indigenous
miners. An Indian owned company that polishes Tanzanite
gemstones, was said to be experiencing problems in obtaining
sufficient stones since AFGEM, had been given its license.
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AFGEM is branding its stones making it difficult for Tanzanite
smugglers to sell their unbranded gemstones. Another civil court
case is underway. A former Tanzanian Director of AFGEM is
suing the company for fraud. As this issue of TA went to press
the High Court had demanded the immediate presence in court
of one of AFGEM's officials from South Africa.

BRITAIN VERSUS GERMANY
Fierce competition was underway in mid-August between
Britain's Thomas de la Rue and Germany's Giesecke &
Devrient for the contract to supply the next batch of 980 million
Tanzanian bank notes of varying denominations. According to
The East African (August 13) the Bank of Tanzania favoured
the German printer although it had had to withdraw a previous
lot of Shs 1,000 notes which they had misprinted. The paper
said that the German company had also been rejected by the
European Central Bank for misprinting billions of Euro notes.
The East African's 'source' was reported to have alleged that,
although de la Rue's bid was much lower than Giesecke' s, there
was a lot of lobbying going on in order to obtain a 'donation'.
The position was described as stalemate.

TANZANIA CAMPAIGNING AGAINST
'WTO DISCRIMINATION'
Ongeri John writing in the Dar es Salaam Express has reported:
that Tanzania has been silently campaigning among poor
countries asking them to turn down bids by the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) to remove all trading restrictions by 2012.
Tanzania, a WTO signatory, believed that making the world a
free trade area would only help to enrich developed countries
further
and
wreak
havoc
on
weak
economies.
Industries and Commerce Minister Iddi Simba was quoted as
saying that Tanzania had begun to miss WTO negotiation
sessions after the realisation that it had nothing to gain from the
talks. "Our position is that Tanzania has a poor industrial base
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without the technology to produce high quality but low priced
products to compete with those from developed economies," he
said. Simba added that this was Tanzania's position even on its
membership in the East African Community (EAC) which
expected to become a free trade area in four year's time.
THE ZANZIBAR DECLARATION
Minister Simba continued his campaign when, between July 22
and 24 trade ministers from 49 developing countries came
together in Zanzibar and declared that they were prepared to
take part in a forthcoming WTO conference at Doha, Qatar, but
only on condition that the negotiating principles they had laid
down in their 'Zanzibar Declaration' - long term duty free
access for products from LDC's, simplified rules of origin,
understanding of their special structural difficulties, reversal of
marginalisation of LDC' s - were dealt with at the meeting.
Minister Simba concluded by saying: "Most of us are not ready,
psychologically, materially and technically for a new trade
round. WTO Deputy Secretary General Ablassa Ouedraogo
pointed out however that globalisation was inevitable.

THE KIULA CASE
In March the prosecution case against former Minister of Public
Works Nalaila Kiula and four others faltered in the High Court.
,2ight prosecution witnesses failed to substantiate the loss of
2.7bnJ= alleged to have been occasioned by the accused persons
between 1992 and 1995 through contracts for two roads.
The first witness, Fariji William, Prevention of Corruption
Bureau (PCS) Chief for Dodoma Region, was not able to
elaborate on how he investigated the losses. When he was crossexamined by a team of five defence lawyers, he said that further
information which was 'very technical' would be brought to the
court by other prosecution witnesses who were experts in that
particular area of investigation.
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In further evidence the wife of the former Minster was said to
have been given an air ticket by Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
in 1994 for a three-week trip to Japan. This was done a year
after the company had sold 118 cars to the Ministry, the court
was told. The sixth prosecution witness, Laurent Ndalichako, a
Prevention of Corruption Bureau (PCB) official, told the
Resident Magistrate's Court that Kiula's wife joined her
husband's official trip to Japan where he led the Tanzanian
Delegation to a Communications Commission meeting. The
witness said he had investigated the Minister's salary particulars
and allowances in the Ministry and other ministries where he
had worked between 1971 and 1995 so as to compare the
amount of money he had received with the value of property he
possessed.
Ndalichako also revealed that Kiula and his family had eight
bank accounts including two current accounts, a loan account
and savings accounts for his four children, with a total amount
of Shs 33 million according to five bank statements issued on 30
January 1996.
The 9th prosecution witness told the court on June 29 that the
World Bank, which had provided fmance for the integrated road
project in Tanzania in 1991, had advised the Ministry of Works
to exclude KV Construction Ltd from the list of bidders for prequalification to build the old Bagamoyo Road and New
Bagamoyo Road. Former President Mwinyi had also questioned
the credibility of the contractor. In spite of this, one year later,
the road had been contracted to the company. The witness
revealed that the contractor, apart from occasioning the
government fmancialloss for not building the road, had not paid
a Shs 385 million security bond to the National Insurance
Corporation.
At this stage the defence asked for a month's adjoumment of the
case so as to have enough time to study this testimony and the
documents tendered as exhibits - The Guardian.
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ROADS IN TANZANIA- JULY 2001
I was met Kilimanjaro International Airport and was driven to
Moshi by land rover. One unexpected stop was at a police
station on the Moshi-Arusha road to collect a certificate of
innocence. A few nights earlier, the driver had driven into the
back of a tractor which had no lights, unfortunately not an
unusual occurrence. We continued, with the promise that the
certificate would be ready in a few days, until we got close to
the town, then turned off down a road where the sides were
crumbling away, turning it effectively into 1 112 lane road. A
few more such areas and we turned onto a wide, tarmaced road
which had obviously been recently repaired. The overseas
supporters of a nearby college had wanted to improve the
environment as well as the main buildings.
The next day a couple of things about Moshi surprised me speed humps had to be approached carefully to protect the
vehicle and obviously did their tasks well, and roundabouts
around the town were well cared for, with large cartoon animal
characters as decoration. It was much more acceptable than it
sounds. New roads had appeared over the years as the town
developed but these were still dirt roads and suffered from the
recent rainy season.
I later visited Dodoma, and was glad of another four-wheel
drive vehicle as we took the road out of town to Msalato Bible
School. At one point the ridges and ruts along the road were so
deep that it was hard to move across. We met another vehicle
coming towards us using the same rut and continued towards
each other getting slower to see who would give way. Finally,
(Continued on page 50)

NEW HIGH COMMISSIONER
Britain's new High Commissioner to Tanzania presented his
credentials to President Mkapa on August 9. He is Richard
Clarke who has served previously in Caracas, Washington DC
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and Dublin. Immediately prior to his new appointment he was
Head of the Policy Planners in the British Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. He replaces Bruce Dinwiddy who bade
farewell to President Mkapa on July 25. There has also been a
change in the position of Tanzania Desk Officer in the Foreign
Office. Claire Lewis who recently returned to the UK from the
political section of the High Commission in Delhi has taken
over from Jennifer Townson.
Meanwhile, six months after the departure of Tanzanian High
Commissioner in London, Dr Abdul Shareef, there is still no
news about his replacement.

TANZANIA IN THE INTERNATIONAL
MEDIA
NEW WORDS
'Sikudhani Mohamedi Jalala earns her living repairing shoes in
her home here, a cinder-block shack in the sprawling, unpaved
outskirts of Tanzania's capital. In her spare time she writes
poetry'. So wrote Burton Bollag in an article in the American
publication THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
(May 25) Extracts: 'Some of her poems beseech thieves to
return to the path of righteousness. Others warn of AIDS,
counselling monogamy or the use of condoms. And in the great
tradition of Swahili poetry, a few form part of a dialogue with
other bards .... As Ms. Jalala sings her poems, Shani Kitogo, a
student at the University of Dar es Salaam who is pursuing a
master's degree in Swahili poetry, hurriedly pulls a notebook out
of a handbag to jot down the words. The text will be shared in a
research project at the university's Institute of Kiswahili
Research. Established in a different form in 1930, it is, with 15
scholars, one of Africa's oldest and most important centers of
language research .... Swahili poetry, which traditionally has a
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certain form and number of beats to each line, is often sung -either to repetitive, Koran-inspired melodies or to modem
Mrican ones. Around the time Tanzania gained its
independence, in 1961, "poets wrote about political themes,"
says Ms. Kitogo. "Now they write about love and day-to-day
problems." .... Scholars at the institute have been collecting
poetry and biographical information about Swahili-Ianguage
poets, past and present, for 10 years. For centuries, Swahili
speakers have composed poetry to mark the great and small
things of their lives: sycophantic verses to honour local princes
and potentates, earthy odes to celebrate village weddings and
funerals, philosophical or playful reflections on the meaning of
life. When Kenya and Tanzania were British colonies, the
poetry's ambiguity often made it the only legally publishable
way to attack colonial rule. In his poem "Siafu Wamekazana"
("The Ants Have Mobilized"), Saadan Kandoro, a renowned
poet, used the symbolism of ants attacking a snake to evoke the
idea of a colonial power's being overwhelmed by the militarily
weaker but determined Africans: Nyoka anababaika, shimoni
kwa kujikuna, Siafu wamekazana, nyoka amekasirika.
(The snake raves, in its hole scratching itself,
The ants have mobilized, the snake is angry) .
..... Today, verse remains a vibrant means of expression in
Tanzania. With 270 poets in Tanzania and Kenya interviewed,
the poetry project, which Mr. Mulokozi leads, is only halffinished. Written poems and tape recordings of poets reading
. their works are collected, and biographical information is
noted ..... The Swahili institute is playing an important role in a
renaissance that has been under way since colonial rule ended.
The news media, the university's vice chancellor, and
government ministries call to ask if the researchers have Swahili
translations of terms like "e-mail" and "Web site," says John
Kiango, the institute's deputy director. The institute recently
proposed three or four possible renderings for each, and will
choose one depending on the feedback it gets. Every year the
institute gleans from the news media, or creates on its own,
several hundred new Swahili words. For example, a Swahili
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word for "globalization" sprang up last fall: utandawazi. It
comes from two words: utanda, or "open," and wazi, or "spread
out."

TANZANIA 8%
The UN publication AFRICA RECOVERY (June) included a
map of Africa indicating the prevalence of HIV in various
countries. Botswana had the highest rate at 36% of the adult
population affected followed by Zimbabwe at 25% and South
Africa (19.9%). By contrast the prevalence in Tanzania was 8%,
the same as Uganda. In Senegal the figure was less than 2%.
This was due, it was said, to the country's early response to the
disease, vigorous preventive action, the mobilisation of people
at all levels and free discussion following Senegal's long
experience with democracy and the freedom of its press which
made it possible to openly discuss the problem.

"NO SERIOUS TROUBLE, BUT. .... "
The first words in a feature headed 'Security in Africa' in
AFRICAN DECISIONS (May/June) were as follows: "I don't
like answering questions about things going wrong - it feels like
you're tempting fate" - Simon Mears, Assistant General
Manager of the Security Group in Tanzania, a company
specialising in securing homes, businesses and cash-in-transit.
"Touch wood, we haven't had any serious trouble in Tanzania,
although there was one incident in Arusha where our guy
managed to dash through the door of a bank with his cashbox,
followed by a hail of bullets from six attackers. One of them
followed him into the building with a pistol and knelt down to
pick up the box, but our guy kicked him in the face and he ran
away". The article went on to explain how the private security
industry had mushroomed across Africa in recent years.
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MINERS PROTEST
South Africa's BUSINESS DAY (May 30) explained how the
South African gemstone company African Gem Resources
(AFGEM) last year acquired the rights to mine two thirds of the
Tanzanite reserves at Merelani in northern Tanzania. It seemed
like a perfect deal. Construction was said to be proceeding
according to plan, the aim being to extract some 22 million
carats of Tanzanite over the next 20 years. The government was
keen to see an end to decades of smuggling and [mally to see
some tax revenues from Tanzanian exports. Exports of
Tanzanite had been estimated at no more than $10 million each
year while annual imports into the US alone were worth about
$300 million. The article went on the describe the opposition of
local miners to AFGEM as explained in another article above.
(Thank you David Leishman for this item - Editor).

ONE OF THE LAST FRAGMENTS
The people of Msolwa took some persuading that planting trees
would be good, not only for the environment, but also for their
own pocket. Yes, they could see that trees could provide them
with firewood. Okay, so some of the varieties seemed to be
good for the soil and, certainly, they were useful for preventing
erosion and providing wind-breaks for their homes. But that's
what we've got the forest for, they were quoted as saying in the
WORLD WILDLIFE NEWS (Winter 2001). Msolwa is one of
dozens of villages strung out along the eastern boundary of the
1,900 sq km Udzungwa National Park in southern Tanzania.
Msolwa lives in the shadow of a vast mountain range blanketed
in a forest of 'almost unbelievable richness and variety'. Yet
WWF and the Tanzanian National Parks Service (TANAPA)
have been talking thousands of farmers and homesteaders into
planting more and more trees. The need for more tree planting is
acute - there may be a vast forest on their doorstep, but it can
only take so much deforestation. When the population was
smaller, the amount taken for firewood and house building could
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be sustained, but since a new electricity supply and massive
sugar plantation combined some 20 years ago to attract new
people to the area by the hundreds of thousands, the toll on the
forest has become unbearable. (Thank you Christine Lawrence
for sending this item - Editor).
GHURKHAS ON GUARD
The EAST AFRICAN (May 21) reported that former British
army Ghurkhas with terrier dogs have been employed to provide
security at Dar es Salaam port. Between November 2000 and
March 2001 four containers disappeared from the port soon after
being offloaded from ships.

ON NOT MARRYING
Liv Haram writing in the May issue of NEWS FROM THE
NORDIC AFRICA INSTITUTE described her new research
project 'Modernisation and Stress in Men's and Women's Lives:
African Experiences' The study is to be conducted in Arusha and
the surrounding Arumeru district. She writes that, as in many
other African countries, an increasing number of women in
Tanzania have chosen not to marry. This option is part of a more
general quest for freedom and a desire to pursue their
individuality and to live a modem life in town. By avoiding
marriage, women refuse to comply with gender ideology, which
subordinates women to men, in their capacity as fathers, .
brothers and husbands. However, to remain unmarried has wide
ranging consequences, economically, socially and emotionally.
As women traditionally have limited access to scarce resources,
such as education, and job opportunities and land, the options
for economic independence are few. In contrast to their
unmarried mothers and sisters, the 'unattached' or 'single'
women cannot draw on the social and economic support of their
in-laws. Nor can they take parental support for granted ....
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'JOSEPH COOL'
This was the nickname given to Congo President Joseph Kabila
(30) when he was at school in Tanzania. His recent official visit
to the country was described in the EAST AFRICAN (May 21)
as more of a 'home-coming' to the land where he was raised and
educated. The press baptised him 'Mtoto wa nyumbani' and he
was given a rousing welcome. He went to school in Mbeya, and
served for a while in the Tanzanian National Service. He
recalled being dropped off from a bus on one occasion at
Mikumi National Park where he barely survived being mauled
by a lion. During his visit he went to Butiama to lay a wreath on
the grave of Mwalimu Nyerere.
'POSITIVELY SMUG!'
As our boat rounds the headland, a couple of dug-out canoes
skim out of the bay, tell-tale lines trailing. "People are not
supposed to fish here" says Aaron Conrad, one of Chumbe
Island's two resident managers. Iflocal fishermen can't be here,
then what am I doing? I'm scarcely sure and already I'm
experiencing twinges of that guilt familiar to weedy liberals who
holiday in fragile Eden. But Chumbe, eight miles off the coast
of Zanzibar's Stonetown, is different. It offers its visitors that
rarest of tropical holiday luxuries, the option of a conscience
that is not merely clear, but positively smug. Declared Global
Winner for 1999 in British Airways' Tourism for Tomorrow
Awards', Chumbe Island Coral Park has created a model in
which small-scale eco-tourism funds the island's conservation
and research projects as well as an education programme
introducing local schoolchildren to marine biology, ecology and
environmental management. In doing so, it turns its foreign
visitors into the goodies rather than the villains of the eco- saga.
What's more, it manages to pull this all off without any of the
dampening worthiness that so often hangs over a conservation
project. "Paradise" peppers every page of the island's visitors
book...... - Juliet Clough writing in THE SUNDAY
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TELEGRAPH on April 29. (Thank you Donald Wright for
sending this item - Editor).
'LUCKY TO BE ALIVE!'
The February issue of the publication COUNSEL contained an
article by Andrew Hall following visits to Tanzania to speak at a
course for the Department of Public Prosecution's commercial
fraud and white-collar crime section. The article began: 'June
1999 was auspicious for Joina Siwakwi. The Court of Appeal of
Tanzania allowed his appeal against conviction for murder. He
was fortunate to be allowed to live, but then he was lucky to be
alive having spent eight years in prison, four years on death row.
The killing occurred on the 23rd August, 1991 and the victim
was his sister-in-law, a widow. She had died of head injuries
caused by being struck with a rock. The son later told police that
there was, as far as he knew, no enmity between his mother and
the accused. No scientific evidence was called to confirm the
blood found at the house. Four years after his arrest Siwakwi
was convicted and sentenced to death ..... The court-appointed
defence lawyer would have been paid the all inclusive fee of
Shs 500 - approximately 40 p. No defence witnesses were called
or other investigations apparently conducted. On appeal four
years later the defence argued that the evidence was simply too
weak for the verdict to stand. The Senior State Attorney was
forced to agree ..... ' The article went on: "1 asked the Registrar of
Appeals whether such delays were uncommon". "Not at all" he
replied. "We discovered in June this year a backlog of 2000
homicide cases awaiting trial. The delay is often five or six
years and in one case 11 years where the judge moved district
after the trial had started. Our courts are overwhelmed. We
simply have not had the funds to try these cases and to fmd
travel and accommodation expenses for judges and witnesses".
(Thank you Mr R S Cummingfor sending this item - Editor).
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MUGGING
In March the SUNDAY TELEGRAPH published some articles
under the heading 'An Englishwoman abroad' by Lindsay
Hawdon in one of which she described her mugging in Dar es
Salaam: 'My feet kick out hard against the man who has just
ripped my earring from my ear and is now trying to pull my
rucksack from the cab. I kick him on his right thigh and he
punches at my leg. I kick him in the stomach and he stumbles
back with a groan. I lock the door. The cab diver is nowhere to
be seen. He left me five minutes ago in the heat and dust to ask
for directions for the bus to Tanga.... Next day the cab driver
fmds me again and assures me that he knows where to fmd my
bus. We set off through the tangle of streets. After half-an-hour
of honking and screeching brakes the cab stops. "I cannot fmd
this bus. You must pay me now". I give him his money.
I have no idea where I am..... It is then that the motorised
rickshaw appears in a cloud of dust thrown up by a passing
lorry. "Where we might take you?" the driver asks with a smile
that stretches his fat cheeks into two-tight balls. I shout my
problem at him and climb in. "Ha Ha" he laughs. "See the
wonders of Dar es Salaam" and points towards the walkways,
the colourfully dressed people, the bric-a bac stalls,the open
barber shops and the fruit and veg piled too high on the slanting
shelves .... He takes me to the bus station the following day ... I
try to give him money. He refuses "Tell people my name is good
luck" he says "All I ask is that you remember me to them so that
they will know Tanzania is full of good people" ..... (Thank you
Roger Searle for this item end for your letter in which you
describe your return to Tanzania after 26 years as a sad
experience and go on to say: 'At that time Tanzanian Affairs
avoided any criticism whatsoever in its reporting. At least now
the articles ring true - but I have no present intention of
checking them out! - Editor).
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PROSECUTION LAMBASTED
The last issue of Tanzanian Affairs reported, under the heading
'Until death do us part', the case of Kirstin Cameron (40) a
German national, who had been charged in Arusha with the
murder of her estranged New Zealand husband Cliff. The
SUNDAY INDEPENDENT (May 12) published the verdict,
which was acquittal. The report went on: 'In his four hour
opmlOn Judge Rutakangwa exonerated Mrs Cameron,
suggesting that her husband, a New Zealander, had committed
suicide and lambasted the prosecution for failure to produce
more than the flimsiest of circumstantial evidence. He further
implied that Cameron's body had been tampered with once it
was returned to New Zealand so that a murder scenario could be
concocted - the final irony in a case laced with accusations of
skulduggery and conspiracy. For two months the dilapidated
courthouse amongst Arusha's jacaranda trees had resounded
with complex forensic issues such as 'high velocity and macro
blood spattering' and 'blood drops with gravity run off - issues
never before presented in the country's courts ..... In delivering
his opinion, peppered with references to Shakespeare, the judge
was meticulous in discrediting the prosecution witnesses,
including its American forensic science expert and was
particularly venomous in his criticism of the Arusha police,
who, in failing to secure the crime scene properly, had opened
Mrs Cameron to suspicion from her husband's family. No
corroborating evidence was collected and after less than two
hours it seemed the CID had allowed the bedroom to be cleaned
and the mattress to be burnt. Even the bullet was left to be swept
away by Mrs Cameron's maid .... The Judge's opinion reflected
the anger of many in the community and the judiciary that the
outside influence of both the Cameron family and the New
Zealand Foreign Office had been brought to bear on the case.
Cameron had apparently been troubled by debt and alcohol; he
was having an affair with his best friend's wife and was under
considerable stress. (Thank you Liz Fennel! for this item Editor).
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SOME PICNIC!
The TIMES (4th August) reported that nine British passengers
on a cruise on the 'Royal Star' who had disembarked for a picnic
on the island of Shungu Mbili, 20 miles off the Tanzanian coast,
suddenly found themselves surrounded by 30 fishermen. They
formed a semi-circle shouting and threatening the passengers
with a mixture of knives and cudgels. But before the fishermen
could attack, a dinghy from the ship reached the shore and six
crew members stormed up the sandy beach and rescued them.
They had been advised not to take any valuables with them.

BLAIR FACES DILEMMA
The FINANCIAL TIMES, under this heading, gave some
prominence in mid-August to a proposal that the UK
government is considering issuing a licence under which the
British company BAE Systems would export to Tanzania a
state-of-the-art $40 million (£28m) air traffic control system.
The World Bank and IMF had criticised the scheme as too
expensive (they said it should cost about $10 million) and
because it had an unnecessary military capability - hence the
need for a licence. It would cost about half the annual income
received by Tanzania in debt relief. Britain's Department of
Trade and Industry was said to favour the scheme but other
ministries opposed it so that a decision might have to be taken
by the Prime Minister. Tanzania was reported to be determined
to go ahead with the scheme and to have made a down payment
of $5 million. Oxfam had opposed the scheme because of what
it described as a 'threat to Tanzania's sustainable development'.
Admitting that, if the British Government refused to give a
licence, it could stand accused of acting as a colonial power, the
Financial Times insisted that the British Government should
stick by its proclaimed principles and should support sustainable
development in Tanzania. (Thank you Jill Bowden and Roger
Carter for sending this important and topical information Editor).
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50 YEARS AGO
Extracts from the Tanganyika Standard in 1951:
21st JuCy - %e qenera(JIssem6Cy of tfie Vnitecf:Nations acfoptecfa
reso[ution in 1950 recommencfing tfiat tfie flag of tfie V:N sfiouU 6e flown
over a[[its trust territories (incfucfing rranganyiRg) sicfe 6y sicfe witfi tfie
flag of tfie acfministering autfiority (tfie V'K). %e V1( a6stainecffrom
voting on tfie issue 6ut tfie %nganyiRg qovernment su6sequentCy agreecf
tfiat tfie V:Nflag wouU 6e flown on appropriate cfays Eik§ tfie
anniversary of tfie Vnitecf :Nations Cfiarter, tfie V:N CDay ancf wfien tfiere
were visits 6y rrrusteesfiip Counci[ visiting missions to %nganyiRg.
.Jlugust 4 - Pive rioters were reportecf I&lfecf on 25tfi JUCy in Zanzi6ar
fo[[owing tfie arrest of a group of 19 .Jlfrican cattfe owners wfio fiacf
refusecf to fiave tfieir animafs inocuCatecfagainst antfira.;( (Jlra6 ancf
Inatan cattfe owners fiacf agreecf to tfie inocuCations). rrfiey were sentencecf
to si.;( weeki' fiarcf Ca60ur 6ut tfien peopfe attack§cf tfie poEice van taking
tfiem to jai[ ancf refeasecf tfiem. %e crowcf went on to attacf(tfie prison
ancf acfvancecf on Senior.Jlssistant Superintencfant P.:H :Hu[[ ancf40
poEice officers wfio openecffire to protect tfiemsefves. Some 120 vo[unteer
poEice were sent over Caterfrom CDar es Safaam 6ut stayecffor onCy five
cfays untiepeace fiacf returnea. Seven men incfucfing a poEiceman were
Cater convictecf of rioting ancf sentencecf to from siJc montfis to tfiree years
in jail .Jl pu6Eic inquiry was appointecf uncfer tfie cfiainnansfiip of tfie
CfiiefJustice ofZanzi6ar. On .Jlugust 11 tfie Cast 117 cattfe were
inocuCatea. rrfiis was saicf to fiave 6een tfie first serious trou6fe in
Zanzi6ar since tfie 1948 cfocki strik§.
.Jlugust 18 - .Jl130-mife oi[pipeEine from 'Mtwara to :Nacfiingwe 6ui[t in
1949 at a cost of£400,000 for tfie faifecf qrouncfScfieme was sou to tfie
IsraeEi government for £250,000. Some 300 tractors ancfsevera[ tfiousancf
otfier vefiicfes feft overfrom tfie qrouncfnut S cfieme were stiff to 6e sou.
.Jlugust 18 - CRgcoraprices were paid' at tfie customs auction yestercfay for
ivory (18 sfii[fings a pound) witfi even sma[fer tuski goingfor £60. !J{fiino
fiorn got 54 sfii[Eings a pouncf ancf fiippo teetfi £4.90.
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}Iugust 18 - 1Jistrict Officer1( CJ(CE "D066s (27), wlio liad6een sentenced
to nine montlis' liard Ca60ur in Jury 6y magistrate P W <TIieeman for
steaung 6y a pu6uc servant andfour montlis for uttering afaCse
document, appeafed to tlie Jfigli Court against tlie sentence. }It a triar
arrangedjust 45 minutes after lie liad 6een originarry cliargea, lie admitted
tfiat efepliant tusk} liad 6een 6rouglit in 6ya game Scout, lie liad decCared
tliem to 6e liis property and lie liad not sliot tlie efepliants liimsefj. J{e said
tliat tlierefore lie liad to admit tliat lie was guirty. }It tlie end of tlie
appear tlie CliiefJustice said tliere must 6e a new triar under a new
magistrate 6ecause of dou6t a60ut tlie nature of liis pfea ofguirty. (<TIie
resurt of tlie second triar is not k..nown - CEcfitor).
Oct06er 13 -1000 Camp 6ur6s are 6eing stofenfrom coaclies on tlie Centrar
eacli year. ''LocKing rings" are to 6e introduced.

~irway Line

BOMBING TRIAL VERDICTS
At the end of the three month long trial in New York of four
followers of the Saudi dissident Os am bin Laden, allegedly
involved in the bombing of the Dar es Salaam and Nairobi US
embassies that killed 11 Tanzanian, all were convicted on May
29. The jury was out for 12 days before reaching its verdict. The
Tanzanian who was involved, Khalfan Khamis Mohamed (27),
who admitted helping to make the Dar bomb, got life
imprisonment after his mother had flown to America to plead
for his life. He was said by his defence counsel to have acted out
of ,deep, deep religious beliefs' thinking that it was part of a holy
war. Among witnesses at the trial were: a former Nissan service
manager who is Japanese; a Tanzanian driver who reported that
he had sold the Nissan truck used in the bombing for $6,000 to
Ahmed Ghailani and Skeikh Ahmed Swedan; a Tanzanian
welder who said that Swedan had hired him to alter the truck,
make containers for batteries to be stored in the back and drill
holes to attach partitions that he was told were for storing fish;
and a cleaner who cooked and cleaned for some of the accused
at their Amani Road residence. After the bombing Mohamed
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told an FBI agent that he was not sorry that Tanzanians had been
killed. He said "Allah will take care of them." The US has
offered $5 million reward for Osama bin Laden and other
fugitives.

MISCELLANY
The Guardian reported that the government has banned eight magazines
and suspended three tabloids for allegedly publishing indecent
photographs that corrupt the society and thwart campaigns to combat
HIV/AIDS in the country. The Swahili tabloids which have been banned
for six months include Cheko, Zungu, Kombora, Mama Huruma and
others. The statement cited five issues of Cheko which showed halfnaked women. This demeaned them, he said. 'Publishing pictures of half
naked persons seen making love shows that it promotes amorous
behaviour and frustrates the move by the government and the society to
fight against the killer disease, AIDS. However, the Media Institute of
Southern Africa, the Association of Journalists and Media Workers and
the Tanzania Union of Journalists jointly expressed serious concerns
about the ban and said that the Minister's action had been "draconian and
a negation of freedom of the press and freedom of expression which are
core pillars of any democratic and tolerant society."
Mtanzania reports that the government has decided to supply hospitals
and dispensaries with the anti-malaria drug FANSIDAR instead of
Chloroquine which is being phased out.
The government has started registering special villages for the Hadzabe
community in Arusha region. The community has for many years been
living in the bush. Government hopes to educate the Hadzabe Community
so that they realise the importance of farming and livestock keeping Guardian.
Under the heading 'Turning henna pamtmg into an art'
Ashura Kilungo writing in The Express (August 5) described the work of
Zanzibari artist Shawana Mohamed, who earns her living by painting
women with henna, a type of dye used to decorate women with figures
and patterns. Extracts from the article: 'Shawana Mohamed, who was
born in Zanzibar and now lives in Dar es Salaam, started enhancing
female beauty with henna seven years ago after she had curiously studied
older gurus excelling in the intricate art of henna decor, and shot to fame
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at a very young age. The steep fees for henna demands that the painter be
careful, as most people expect to have value for their money after coming
out of the painting session with nothing less than what bewitches the male
eye ..... the dye gives a reddish-brown finish. Henna, like other traditional
cosmetics including wanja, for eye lashes and mdaa which reddens the
lips and tongue, is widely used by women living in Bagamoyo, Dar es
Salaam, Tanga, Kilwa and Zanzibar. Although it has nowadays gained a
liberal use among different types of women, it was originally used by
female Muslims brides out to attain a gorgeous look during their wedding
ceremony. Shawana charges brides Shs 10,000 to Shs 15,000 and women
coming to be decorated as a matter of routine between Shs 5,000 and Shs
7,000. In most cases, Shawana creates the designs herself to marry the
complexion of the woman.
During celebrations in March on the 50th anniversary of the British
Council in Tanzania, Parliament thanked the Council for its assistance.
The paper quoted Speaker Msekwa as saying that he was satisfied with
the cooperation between the Council and the House and wished it to
continue. Council Assistant Director Sharon Crowther launched a
'Directory of Tanzanian Alumni in the UK' and said that more than 700
Tanzanians had studied in Britain over the last 50 years ~ The Guardian.
Minister of Defence Philimon Sarungi told MPs in June that some 15,000
Tanzanians joined the Army during the Second World War of whom
2,225 died. He said that in 1999 the Tanzania Legion with the help of
district commissioners had collected the names of 426 surviving veterans.
They were given Shs 29.5 million by the British Commonwealth ex
Services League.
The School of Oriental and African Studies hosted an exhibition in June
entitled 'Princess Salme ~ Behind the Veil: the Life and Writings of
Sayida Salme' put together by Said El Gheity, Director of the Princess
Salme Institute. The Princess was the only known woman in the 19th
century Zanzibari Court, who breaking the tradition, taught herself to
write, which she did in secret by copying calligraphy from the Koran onto
a camel's shoulder blade.
Tanzania has been officially admitted to the International Cricket Council
(ICC). This means that the national team will now compete in the world
championship as an independent team in the same arena as such cricket
giants as Australia, Pakistan, India and South Africa.
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The Guardian reported on July 20 that during recent months a special
police crackdown had identified 103 stolen cars, many stolen in South
Africa. Some Tanzanian owners of the cars were protesting that the cars
were being identified by South African Insurance agents rather than the
legitimate South African owners who had probably claimed the insurance
and then sold the cars.
Majira (August 6) reported that young Muslims were trying to take over
the management of mosques in Dar es Salaam. The paper quoted leaders
of the mainstream Muslim Council (BAKWAT A) as saying that the
youths were extremists influenced by Iranian ideology and were accusing
BAKWATA of being government puppets.
Meanwhile, in Zanzibar, according to Mtanzania women have been
warned that they would be flogged in public if they were to wear short
dresses. The message came in a clandestine letter circulated by a Muslim
group calling itself "Lions of God". In early August this group cordoned
off Darajani Street and started attacking women wearing short skirts
saying that they were indecently dressed. They beat up one woman and
tore her dress before she managed to escape into a shop. She was rescued
by police.

Foreign Minister Jakaya Kikwete has told Parliament that the government
had purchased 66 buildings for its embassies to avoid heavy rental
payments. Arrears of rent had reached $550,000 in New York, $192,000
in Moscow and $40,000 in Lagos - Mtanzania
An item in the Guardian on August 10 indicated that the MP for
Muhambare, Mr Chrisant Mzindakaya's interests were not confined to
sugar (see articles above). He pointed out in the House that research in
some countries had revealed that boys grow big breasts after eating
chicken because the chickens are fed with drugs meant to be taken by
women for birth control. Prime Minister Frederick Sumaye responded by
advising poultry keepers to check the feeds they were using for chickens
so as to avoid the side effects experienced by men in other countries.

There will be a concert of sacred music in aid of the Mazinde Juu Girls
School in Lushoto on September 30th at 3pm at the St Joseph's RC
Church in Wembley. The soprano Una Barry, who has raised money for
water and educational project in Tanzania over many years, will give the
recital with organist Tim Story. Details: 020 8902 008.
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OBITUARIES
RH R (DICK) CLIFFORD who died in June served for many
years with the Tanganyika Government and was in charge of
security in the then Chief Secretary's office at the time of
independence.
MZEE SAADAN KANDORO (76) one of the founding
members of the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU)
and a renowned poet whose writings are widely used in schools,
died on July 10. Only six of TANU's founding members now
survive - Daily News.

A former Management Consultant and later Minister for Labour
and Youth and MP for Bukoba Rural, SEBASTIAN RUKIZA
KINYONDO (57) died from high blood pressure on August 14.
He was taken ill at the Parliament building in Dodoma, flown to
Muhimbili Hospital in Dar es Salaam and then to the Intensive
Care Unit at Nairobi Hospital but died before the consultant
could see him.
Tanzanians were shocked when President Mkapa announced the
sudden death of Vice-president Dr. OMAR ALl JUMA on July
6. Hours before his death, the 60-year-old leader, who had a
history of heart problems, was seen in public bidding farewell at
Dar es Salaam airport to Democratic Republic of Congo
President Joseph Kabila at the end of his state visit. He had also
spent several hours in the afternoon at the Dar es Salaam
International Trade Fair.
Thousands of grief-stricken Tanzanians led by President Mkapa
and members of the diplomatic corps took part in the sombre
funeral ceremony in Pemba conducted on July 15 in accordance
with Islamic traditions and with full military honours. After
condolences, Wawi residents carried the body to the Mosque
and later to the burial site about 200 metres from his home
where the army, led by a brass band, took over. Other leaders
present included Zanzibar President Amani Karume, Zanzibar
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Chief Minister, Shamsi Nahodha, former Tanzanian President
Ali Hassan Mwinyi, former Zanzibar President Salmin Amour.
Chief Justice Barnabas Samatta, Chief of the Defence Forces,
George Waitara, and opposition leaders including CHADEMA
leader Bob Makani, NCCR-Mageuzi Chairman James Mbatia,
TLP Chairman Augustine Mrema, Civic United Front (CUF)
Chairman Prof. Ibrahim Lipumba and Secretary General, Seif
ShariffHamad and a UDP representative. At his burial President
Mkapa was quoted in the Guardian as calling upon Tanzanians
to inculcate love among each other irrespective of differences in
political affiliations and religious beliefs, saying that that was
what the late Vice President had stood for. "And when we differ,
we should still be able to crack jokes, laugh, work together to
build our country ... " appealed the President. The President
praised the co-operation shown by religious and political leaders
during the funeral arrangement and service saying that was a
true image of Tanzanians.
The Institute of Production Innovation (lP!) of the University of
Dar es Salaam had earlier expressed its sorrow after losing one
of its principal partners in technological development, the
environment and poverty alleviation issues. Dr Omar used to
invite 15 to 20 sheikhs to his house each month to pray for
peace and unity, resolved many quarrels between Muslim
factions and, as one Sheikh put it: "He did not use his position to
enrich himself'.
ROBERT (ROBIN) C H RISLEY (84) who died on June 28,
was in the administration in Tanganyika from 1940 to 1965 and
spent his last years there as Deputy Commissioner for
Cooperative Development when the cooperative movement was
expanding rapidly. He did much to help in the development of
cricket in Tanzania.
BRIAN J J STUBBINGS (85) who died on July 8 was in the
administrative service in Tanganyika from 1939 and was the last
British Provincial Commissioner in Arusha. In his final years he
held a senior position in the Tanzania Sisal Growers
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Association. (Thank you Randal Sadleir and Nigel DurdantHollamby for providing this information - Editor).
SIR ROGER SWYNNERTON CMG, OBE, MC (89), who
died on December 30 2000 was President of the Tropical
Agricultural Association from 1983 to 1989. He worked in
agriculture in Tanganyika from 1934 to 1939 and again from
1945 to 1951 before moving to Kenya where he gave his name
to the famous Swynnerton Agricultural Development Plan.

LETTERS
TOO MUCH ON POLITICS
I enclose my cheque to renew my subscription to Tanzanian
Affairs for two years. The time I spent in Tanganyika from 1950
to 1962 was perhaps the happiest and certainly the most
interesting part of my working life and I value greatly the link
that Tanzanian Affairs represents with that time.
I'm sorry to say, however, that the space devoted by TA to
politics seems to me to be excessive. Politics is after all largely
concerned with sharing out the economic cake and I am
personally more concerned with the wealth generation that the
economic cake represents rather than with its division. When
'lere is plenty of wealth, all citizens benefit, but if there is not
enough wealth the citizens are impoverished. Mentions of
economic activity in TA are very broad brush - how, for
example, are the old economic staples of cotton, coffee, cashew
nuts and sisal faring nowadays? My particular interest lies in
transportation, which is rarely mentioned although economic
activity can only take place effectively in the presence of
properly functioning transportation systems. One of my fondest
memories is of the train from Dar es Salaam arriving punctually
at Kigoma station in the early morning; I wonder if it still does
so. TA sometimes mentions aid money being provided for some
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road or other, but rarely deals with the tiresome business of road
maintenance. Is a road project added to the transportation capital
by aid valued properly and cared for, or is it neglected and
allowed to deteriorate until another lot of aid capital is needed to
refurbish it?
I found the review of 'Complimentary Water Systems in Dar es
Salaam: the case of water vending' absolutely fascinating. But I
should very much like to know the reasons for 'the inability of
public utilities to provide secure water provision to Dar es
Salaam households' .
Stephen Bowman
I am indebted to you for this constructive criticism which has
been noted. A questionnaire sent to readers of TA some time ago
indicated that political development was the subject readers
were most interested in. You will be pleased to note that our
Subscriptions Manager, Mary Punt, has persuaded Janet
Horsman (many thanks to her) to write a piece for us on the
roads of Tanzania as they appeared to her in July this year. As
this article arrived just as we were going to press we have had
to squeeze into two places. Meanwhile in Parliament much
praise was bestowed by opposition MP's on Minister for Works
John Magufulifor striking off the register 859 out of2,210 road
and other construction contractors for failure to abide by the
conditions of their registration. The Minister told parliament
that his budget allocation for this year of Shs 167,508,471,600
would cover, inter alia, rehabilitation and maintenance of th
central corridor and Mtwara road projects, the 508km Dat:...
Kibiti-Lindi-Mingoyo road and major bridges - Editor.

POLITICAL LOBBYING
Thank you for another excellent bulletin. The item on p.24 is
seriously dismaying and indicates that political lobbying is still
needed - any expert comment you can include on this matter
will be appreciated. Archbishop Mtetemela is concerned about
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current education in Tanzania - perhaps the Christian Council of
Tanzania should challenge the government over it.
May I add a note to the obituary of Eliewaha (NB spelling)
Mshana (p.31)? He was the first Tanzanian to write an original
work for the Swahili theological textbooks programme. It was a
commentary on Ga1atians entitled 'Tumewekwa Huru',
Completed in 1975, it included his own translation from the
Greek text and was based on his lectures delivered at The
Baptist Theological College, Arusha. His desire was that
African culture should be properly recognised and that
~hristians should work out culturally appropriate ethics and
lifestyles for contemporary Africa. I received much personal
encouragement from Eliewaha in our endeavours to develop the
theological book programme in Swahili.
Roger Bowen

REVIEWS
BOOKS
SELECTED STUDIES OF CIVIL SOCIETY IN TANZANIA.
Eds. Waheeda Shariff Samji and Alana Albee. Dar es Salaam:
Department for International Development, 2000. 103 pages.
~'ANZANIA
WITHOUT
Catalyst, 2001. 36 pages.

POVERTY.

Arusha:

HakiKazi

These two booklets are funded by the British 'aid' department
DFID, but the editors and writers are Tanzania based and the
focus of both publications is the poverty reduction programme
in Tanzania. 'Selected Studies' is an academic treatment of
several aspects of the current approach to civil society, while
'Tanzania without Poverty' is a popularising version of the
Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper which emanates from the
Vice President's Office (it also exists in a Kiswahili text). Both
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are enhanced by 'Masoud's hard hitting and sometimes
agreeably cynical cartoons.
In Selected Studies the overview of civil society in Tanzania by
Stefan Kossoff is the most accessible article for a non specialist
reader. The author writes with the confidence that comes from a
staff post under a major donor, and states the downside as well
as the favourable aspects; typically for Tanzania, the picture is a
mixed one between pluralism and authoritarianism. He discusses
the numerous categories of civil society organisations: human
rights and legal aid, democracy and political empowerment, thE,
churches and the media, anti corruption, independent research
organisations and the political parties. The dominance of donor
strategies in the field is clearly established, and the risky area of
donor involvement in 'political empowerment' is touched upon.
The second chapter (Dangor and N adison) is written from a
South African base, and draws interesting experience from there
to illuminate the Tanzanian problem. It is perhaps a little
optimistic about the results achieved, and emphasises the special
areas of gender and disability which are subsumed in Tanzania
by the general term 'vulnerability'. Other chapters deal with the
means of supporting village groups and organisations (Hobbs)
and the field experience of SAWAT A (Saidia Wazee Tanzania)
working with the elderly in Kagera District (O'Donoghue).
Tanzania without Poverty is more clearly a government based
policy document, though infmitely more open to public opinion
than were earlier 'official handouts'. Political reform is touched;
upon, but regarded as outside the core interest of poverty
reduction. The language of the booklet is modest, and it amounts
to a serious attempt to set out the whole government approach to
development and poverty reduction, in simple language.
Targets, activities and indicators are explained, together with a
section on the sources of funding.
Civil society has been 'flavour of the month' in the development
field for some 10 or 15 years now. As Hyden analyses it, earlier
thinking was about development - for the people, then with the
people, until it became development by the people with the
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thinking was about development - for the people, then with the
people, until it became development by the people with the
support of governments and donors. This was not so much a
change in ideology, but rather a pragmatic response to the
failure of the former' aid' efforts to achieve useful objectives. It
slowly became apparent to donors that bureaucracy and
inefficiency in government prevented any cost effective results.
By the 1980s this conclusion was reinforced by general financial
breakdown, which made even governments anxious to hand
down responsibility to other groups in the society. Community
.nputs were required if any progress was to be achieved towards
the aim of poverty reduction but could they be obtained if the
state itself was centralising and clientilist?
The problem is that civil society organisations are not equipped
for the essential tasks of questioning state officials and
defending individual freedoms; having no defined position in
the state they easily become coopted by the rich and powerful
elements in their community. By their nature they are not
competent to practise legitimate, inclusive and accountable
decision making over public resources. This is the role which
local government is designed to play, yet donor agencies have
currently left local government on the back burner while they
pursue development through non-state organisations.
In this reviewer's opinion it is a dangerous choice. Popular
energies will be released, if at all, through political
decentralisation: voting by electors, budgeting and service
ldministration and development planning by councillors. If
poverty reduction programmes are to be self sustaining, they
need to give more attention to the political. To quote Markovitz,
state and society do not stand apart in Africa, (on the contrary)
all interests seek the support of the state. In the final assessment
it will be local democracy, in whatever form, that alone can give
lasting results.
Philip Mawhood
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REASON FOR HOPE. AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE. lane
Goodall and Philip Berman. Thorsons 2000.282 pages. £899.
lane Goodall's autobiography (structured by Philip Berman) is a
'book and a half packed with so many interesting stories,
thoughts, happenings that I dare not miss a paragraph but had to
read the whole book before venturing to review it.
lane is probably known to most of us as the lady who went to
live among the chimpanzees in Gombe, Tanzania. Her interest
in all living things began early; at 18 months taking a handful of
earthworms to bed, she hurriedly returned them to the garden on
being told they would die in bed. At four years old she hid in a
hen house for four hours in order to discover how hens laid
eggs.
Her dream of going to Africa was realised in 1957 when she was
invited by friends to Kenya. This led to a meeting with Dr Loius
Leakey and she became his personal assistant, accompanying
him to Olduvai Gorge. Louis was interested in research into
chimpanzees who are man's nearest relative. He wanted
someone with a 'mind unbiased with scientific theory' but with
a love of animals and 'monumental patience'. lane filled the bill
and went to Gombe, near Kigoma, in 1960 aged 26 and
accompanied by her remarkable mother for the first five months,
as required by the British government.
During these early days lane made the amazing discovery that
chimps used and 'made' tools; that is to say they selected and
modified twigs or grasses to extract termites from their earth;
mounds. Hitherto it was thought that only man was a toolmaker.·
Now Louis was able to obtain a grant from the National
Geographic Society for lane to continue her research.
In the book lane describes her observations and her growing
empathy with the chimps, pointing out that personalisation of
animals was rather frowned upon in scientific circles at that
time.
Between 1964 and 1974 lane obtained her PhD in Ethology
(Animal Behaviour) from Cambridge and later became an
adjunct professor at Stanford University. She married Hugo van
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Lawick, Wildlife photographer, and they had a son, commonly
known as Grub. Together they built up the research station at
Gombe which was to become 'one of the most dynamic
interdisciplinary field stations for the study of animal behaviour
in the world'.
lane's second marriage was to Derek Bryceson, whose story she
tells briefly. He was then a much respected Tanzanian MP and
Director of National Parks. Very sadly, Derek died after four
years of marriage. lane found healing in the forests of Gombe,
in the wonderful diversity and resilience of nature, and in the
spiritual power she feels so strongly is around us. The book
contains a lot of philosophical thought about life and death,
good and evil. lane has a tremendous ability to recall and relive
her very full life. Personal encounters with many interesting
people make fascinating reading and indeed help us to put life
into perspective.
The back cover of the book calls lane 'one of the most
extraordinary and inspiring women of the 20th century'. I think
I agree.
Christine Lawrence
NOTE: the Jane Goodall Institute, with branches in several
countries, comprises a) the Gombe Research Centre; b)
TACARE (Lake Tanganyika Catchment Reforestation and
Eeducation) established in 1994 with funding from the
European Union; it addresses the inter-related problems of
poverty and unsustainable land use in 30 villages; c)
Sanctuaries for Orphan Chimps in Congo Brazzaville, Uganda,
Kenya and Tanzania; it rescues chimps illegally taken from the
wild and d) 'Roots and Shoots' - programmes for young people
started in Tanzania in 1991 and now in over 20 countries.
The Jane Goodall Institute-UK is a registered charity number
327858, and is open for membership. Jane's books may be
bought from it - 15 Clarendon Park, Lymington, Hants S041
8AX
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GUNS AND GHANDI IN AFRICA. PAN AFRICAN
INSIGHTS ON NON-VIOLENCE, ARMED STRUGGLE
AND LIBERATION IN AFRICA. Bill Sutherland and Matt
Meyer. Africa World Press. £14.99 (Paper).
Bill Sutherland became well known in Tanzania from 1953
when, among other things he was a special assistant to the Sixth
Pan African Congress in Tanzania. This book includes
contributions from many leaders in the fight against colonialism
including Julius Nyerere and Salim Ahmed and examines the.
strategies and tactics they used in their struggles.
INTERSECTING PLACES, EMANCIPATORY SPACES,
WOMEN JOURNALISTS IN TANZANIA. Melinda Robins.
This book is said to 'take a critical feminist approach in an effort
to recognise the complex relationships among economic and
political systems, the media industries and those who produce its
content. .. male and female journalists speak candidly about
their experiences ... we are taken home with the researcher (who
lectures at Emerson College in Boston, Massachusetts) as she
struggles with the ethnographic tradition and the realities of her
day to day experiences.'
GENDER, FAMIL Y AND WORK IN TANZANIA.
Creighton and C K Omari. Ashgate. 2000 308pp. £50.

C

ZANZIBAR: THE BRADT TRAVEL GUIDE. 4TH EDITION.
2000. 296 pages. £12.95. Obtainable from the Africa Book
Centre, Covent Garden. Tel:020 7240 6649.
POLITICAL CULTURE OF LANGUAGE. SWAHILI,
SOCIETY AND THE STATE. A new edition. Ali and Alamin
Mazrui. USA. Institute of Global Cultural Studies. 305 pp.
£12.95. From Africa Book Centre. Comprises essays on Swahili
and its uses in markets, mosques and politics in East Africa.
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SWAHILI-ENGLISH; ENGLISH-SWAHILI DICTIONARY.
Nicholas Awde. Hippocrene Books Inc. New York, 2000. 586
pp. Large pocket size. $19.95; in London it can be obtained at
prices varying from £13.99 to £17.50. It claims it has over
35,000 entries.
The second edition of the TUKI ENGLISH SWAHILI
DICTIONARY. Institute of Kiswahili Research, University of
Dar es Salaam. 924 pages compared to the first edition's 882
pages. London price of £30. (Thank you Peter White for letting
.AS know about these two dictionaries - Editor).
TANZANIAN ARTS DIRECTORY. UK. Visiting Arts. 1999.
£10.00.
A PLAGUE OF PARADOXES: AIDS, CULTURE AND
DEMOGRAPHY IN NORTHERN TANZANIA. Philip Setel.
Chicago University Press. 2000. 308pp. £13.50 (paperback).
BY THE SEA. Abdulrazak Gurnah. Bloomsbury. This well
known Tanzanian novelist's latest novel tells the story of a
journey. Of necessity Saleh Omar has fled Zanzibar to seek
asylum by the grey waves of the English Channel and this is the
story of his experiences.

JTHER PUBLICATIONS
EXPANSION OF PRIVATE SECONDARY EDUCATION:
LESSONS FROM RECENT EXPERIENCE IN TANZANIA.
Gerard Lassibille, Jee-Peng Tan and Suleman Sumra.
Comparative Education Review, February 2000.
The education scene in Tanzania is depressing. The postindependence attempt to link enrolment in schools with
manpower projections, at a time when manpower planning was
in a crude handicraft condition, has been disastrous. 'Tanzanian
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children' the paper states, 'have amongst the lowest probability
of attending secondary school of all children in the developing
world.' The enrollment rate has increased from 3 per cent to
about 5 per cent! And the ones who get there have often been
robbed of their opportunity of making adequate progress by the
low quality of the primary schools they attended. The children
are already so handicapped when they arrive at their secondary
schools that they cannot make rapid progress there, without
remedial attention.
This is not surprising. In common with many African countries,
the share of the budget spent on education has been in steady
decline. Since the brave days of the 60s and 70s, the amount of
the budget spent on education has declined from 17 per cent to
about 11 per cent between 1985 and 1994. The assumption is
that it has continued to decline from the 66 per cent enrolment
figure of 1996. Universal primary education seems to be further
away every year, however many statements of intent to provide
education for all are enthusiastically signed.
Private education is usually available for one or more of three
reasons. The first is that there is not enough public education to
go round. Since virtually all parents worldwide would like their
children to have a better education than they have had
themselves, they are ready to make any sacrifice to send their
children to school. The second reason, which applies in
countries where there is already adequate provision, is to
provide an education of a higher quality than is to be found
within the public school sector. This is usually done by
attracting the best teachers by paying higher salaries, teaching in
smaller classes and providing superior facilities. The third
reason is to provide an education which gives access to the
higher social classes in society. Where the fees are very high,
only the rich will have access to the schools, and the next
government and commercial ruling elite can be formed in
schools to provide the next generation of rulers.
The third type can be found in most cities and large towns in
Africa, as in other countries, by seeing which schools have the
largest number of expensive cars parked outside, when children
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leave at the end of the school day. Nor are these schools
necessarily private, though they generally are. It would be
surprising if these schools do not exist in Tanzania.
For the most part, however, private schools in Tanzania are in
the first category. They are simply filling a gap, making
available a number of school places, which would not otherwise
be available, ensuring that some children are going to school,
who would otherwise not be able to do so. Unsurprisingly, the
quality of education they provide is not always superior to that
provided in the public schools.
They are governed by government regulations which are as
restrictive as those which apply to public schools. They depend
almost exclusively on school fees and private contributions to
defray both recurrent and capital costs. While they pay slightly
more to their teachers than public schools, most of them fmd it
-impossible to give permanent contracts; the 39 per cent holding
such a contract in the private schools compares poorly with the
95 per cent in the public schools. Consequently they depend
very largely on new teachers, who are not faced with the
necessity of sacrificing an existing contract. Consequently most
heads in public schools are better qualified than those in the
private schools, most of whom have no other experience of
being head of a school.
Nevertheless the private schools are fulfilling their purpose in
creating opportunities for many more children to go to school
than would otherwise be possible, and while their results are not
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on the whole as good as those in the public schools, the
difference is marginal. 'In terms of examination results, students
in both sectors perform equally poorly, with students averaging
no more that one-third correct on the Form 4 examinations.'
The authors of the paper have the usual difficulty in accessing
statistics that are really up to date, and in making adequate
comparisons between the two systems they are studying. But
they make a valiant attempt, and their paper provides a good
deal of information which is highly suggestive for future
decision making, while their fmal section provides some
important proposals. Let us hope that they will be read not just
by those who read journals like Comparative Education, but by
policy makers who can actually provide change.
John Turner

ROADS IN TANZANIA (Continued from page 21)
Finally, the other vehicle acknowledged that it was our side of
the road and drove up to its side of the ridge to safety.
A later journey from Dodoma to Morogoro was a pleasure.
Another Land Rover with an excellent driver, the journey was
smooth and safe. Signposts gave regular distances as well as
warnings of blackspots and instructions to 'Drive Safely'. We
turned off from Morogoro along the Iringa road to Mzumbe
where I was attending the first provincial conference of the
Anglican Church of Tanzania, the first gathering of all 1,300
clergy from both traditions of high and low church. The 12-day
conference was a blessing and received the commendation of
President Mkapa who opened the proceedings ..
During that period I journeyed to Berega Hospital for a
weekend. A short way back towards Dodoma, then a turn off to
the hospital. The dirt road was unsuitable for anything other
than a four-wheel vehicle, or a bicycle, a common form of
public transport for visitors and outpatients. For many years the
hospital has been cut off during the year because of a fast
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running river. A new bridge gives them all year round access,
but it is a much longer journey, so again I used the old route
through the water.
My final stay was in Dar es Salaam - traffic jams, traffic lights,
speed - a real contrast to the rural areas. But here too was the
variety of surfaces and the route between where I was staying
and the Mtoni Centre included wide, dirt roads as well as good
quality tarmac. A frequent problem, acknowledged by the
Tanzanians, is that of maintenance - a road is used until it is
unusable and then repaired.
As with general life, Tanzanians make amiable drivers - a smile
on their faces as they sometimes push things to the limit. They
accept the difficulties with equanimity and pray hard to God for
their safety.
Janet Horsman
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